
Make
Interesting
Quizzes
With AI
3 Must-Have Apps



Imagine this:
You're responsible for designing personalised training
content, but need a quick and efficient solution to
generate quizzes for various topics.

It is designed to help teachers and educators create
personalized training content on any topic in a quick and
efficient manner.

Gone are the days of spending hours manually crafting
quizzes. Quiz wizard streamlines the quiz-making process,
allowing you to focus more on fine-tuning the content and
enhancing the overall learning experience.

Enter Quiz wizard, the AI-powered
tool that generates multiple-
choice questions (MCQs) and
flashcards within seconds. 

Click on the logo to navigate to the app.

https://www.getquizwizard.com/


AI-Generated questions: It creates unique questions
and answers based on the topic you enter.

Flashcard creation: Quiz wizard quickly produces
flashcards for efficient learning and knowledge
enhancement.

Multilingual: The tool is available in English and
French to cater to a broader audience.

Multiple subjects supported: It is beneficial for
educators in various fields, from science to medicine,
and more.

Click on the logo to navigate to the app.

Here are some of Quiz wizards’ features:

Let Quiz wizard save you time and
generate tailored quizzes for you.

https://www.getquizwizard.com/


Click on the image to view the video.

Here is a video showing you
how you can make MCQs and
flashcards with Quiz wizard.

Click on the logo to navigate to the app.

https://youtu.be/y8YSkSs3ss0
https://youtu.be/y8YSkSs3ss0
https://www.getquizwizard.com/


Do you find it challenging to transform traditional
learning into an exciting journey for your learners?

It is an AI powered quiz and assessment generator
tool that can help you create quizzes and test papers
from any given input data.

You can generate any type of question, whether
you’re creating multiple choice questions, interactive
puzzles or branching scenarios, Questgen can fit to
your specific needs.

Questgen can help you there.

Click on the logo to navigate to the app.

https://www.questgen.ai/


Here are some of Questgens’ features:

Multiple question types: Questgen supports various
question types, including multiple-choice, true/false,
fill-in-the-blanks, and short answer questions.

Customization options: It can be customized to
generate questions on specific topics, such as
science, history, and literature. You can also specify
the difficulty level, the number of questions, and
other parameters.

Easy editing: You can edit and modify the generated
worksheet as needed.

Export options: It allows you to export the
worksheet as plain text or PDF for further use.

Click on the logo to navigate to the app.

https://www.questgen.ai/


Here is a video showing you
how you can create
questions with Questgen.

Click on the logo to navigate to the app.

Click on the image to view the video.

https://youtu.be/uvdCOuLAXqc
https://youtu.be/uvdCOuLAXqc
https://www.questgen.ai/


Click on the logo to navigate to the app.

Does this seem familiar to you?

Jerry is an L&D specialist. His role involves crafting
interactive quizzes to evaluate employees' competencies
during their training programs. However, he often faces
the challenge of manually generating and grading
quizzes, leaving him with less time for other tasks.

One day, while researching more
efficient quiz-making options,
Jerry comes across Quizgecko,
an AI-Powered Quiz Maker.
Quizgecko allows him to generate unique quizzes from any
text or URL in just seconds and even allows him to change
the difficulty level of the questions.

From then on, he uses Quizgecko to create and distribute
custom quizzes and gain insights into areas where
employees excel and where they may need support.

https://quizgecko.com/


Here are some of Quizgecko’s features:

Customizable templates: Quizgecko provides a
range of customizable quiz templates that you
can use to create quizzes quickly.

Automatic grading: The platform automatically
grades quizzes, saving your time and effort.

Analytics: It provides analytics to track quiz
performance, including information on
completion rates, time spent on each question,
and scores.

Multimedia support: The platform supports
multimedia elements like images, audio, and
video, allowing you to create engaging and
interactive quizzes.

Click on the logo to navigate to the app.

https://quizgecko.com/


Here is a video showing you
how you can create
questions with Quizgecko.

Click on the logo to navigate to the app.

Click on the image to view the video.

https://youtu.be/HG6KJ_3LfOA
https://youtu.be/HG6KJ_3LfOA
https://quizgecko.com/


Case Study

Generating MC quizzes
from the 3 quiz
generators with the same
content



To test the algorithms and differences between these
apps, we ran the same content about diversity and
inclusion through the 3 quiz generation apps to see what
questions they came up with.

This is the content we used to
prompt the tools.
“Benefits of Embracing Diversity and Inclusion: a.
Enhanced Creativity and Problem-Solving: Diverse teams
bring a wide range of viewpoints, allowing for more
comprehensive problem-solving and creative ideas.
Different perspectives challenge assumptions and
encourage out-of-the-box thinking. b. Improved
Employee Satisfaction and Retention: Inclusive
workplaces foster a sense of belonging and purpose,
leading to higher job satisfaction and increased employee
retention rates. c. Attraction of Top Talent: Organizations
that prioritize diversity and inclusion become attractive to
skilled professionals who seek an inclusive and supportive
work environment. d. Increased - - - Adaptability: Inclusive
cultures adapt more effectively to changes, as employees
from various backgrounds can bring diverse skill sets to
the table.”



We requested
Quiz Gecko to
generate MC
questions and
it generated
the following 5
questions on
it’s platform.

(Continued
below)

#1 Quizgecko

https://quizgecko.com/


#1 Quizgecko

Here are a few
screenshots
detailing
QuizGecko's
question style,
its' custom
feedback and
flipcards.

https://quizgecko.com/


We requested
Questgen to
generate MC
questions and it
generated the
following 4
questions.

(Continued
below)

#2 Questgen

https://www.questgen.ai/


#2 Questgen

https://www.questgen.ai/


We requested
Quiz wizard to
generate MC
questions and it
generated the
following 4
questions.

(Continued
below)

#3 Quiz Wizard

https://www.getquizwizard.com/


#3 Quiz Wizard

https://www.getquizwizard.com/


Pricing

Free Plan

Pro Plan
Trial

Pro Plan $15USD/mo $18USD/mo



To know more about
using AI for learning
and development,
contact us.

+852 53002718

 ivy.shi@learnmonade.com  

Scan this QR code to
learn more about us.

Click here to learn more

We make bespoke e-learning
courses tailored to your needs.

https://linktr.ee/learnmonade?utm_source=linktree_profile_share&ltsid=cbc19904-c9c5-458b-8972-9dd6ca124c1e
https://linktr.ee/learnmonade?utm_source=linktree_profile_share&ltsid=cbc19904-c9c5-458b-8972-9dd6ca124c1e

